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Club members perceive
service in their own unique,
idiosyncratic, emotional,
erratic, and irrational way.

Perception is all there is.
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Five Ground Rules
For A Great Team

1. Everyone is a sales
person
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valuable
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3. Everyone wants to be
a master at something
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be caught at doing
something right
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5. Everyone should
be encouraged to
share his/her own
ideas
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FIRST
IMPRESSIONS

People form opinions or
prejudices about you and
your club within the first
minute they meet you, see
you, talk to you on the
telephone or see your
club’s facilities.
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People form opinions or prejudices about you and your club within the first minute they meet you, see you, talk to you on the telephone or see your club’s facilities.







Statistics show that satisfied members defect at a high rate.
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Find better dues/fee schedule
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CREATING DELIGHTED
CLUB MEMBERS

______________________________________________

• OFFER PERSONALIZED
    TREATMENT

•  RESPECT TIME
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The goal is…
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Members come back for
more.
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You are competing against
yourself if...

Your members perceive
you as a cost

You have even minor
service or member benefit
problems
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Key Phrases –
“Be with you in a second.”

“I’m here as long as your need me.”

“Can I help you find something?”

“Here, let me show you where that is.”

“Is there anything else I can help you
with?”

“Would you like us to call you later in
case you have any questions?”
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Club members are looking for
quality of service experience…

A MEMORABLE EVENT!!
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The key to member delight is not
excess but opportunity.

Look out for the out-of-ordinary
situation:

A complaint
A question
A special request
A chance to go that extra mile
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FOLLOW-UP

• Meetings with individual
members

• Telephone and email

• Member appreciation
receptions and seminars

• Newsletters to members
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Who Are Your
Members?

1. Why do they belong to your
club?

Core services/benefits
Dues/Fees
Relationships
Location
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1. What are their other options?
Ease of switching

2. What will they want in the
future?

New developments

3. Which members are of most
interest to your competitors?

Value to you=value to
others
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4. How can you retain
    your members?

5. What do they really
     think of you?

Perceptions
Feedback

6. How do you spot a good
    member and where can
    you find more?

7. Develop profiles on best
members.
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Excess market capacity
Bring something special
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2. How do competitors offer a
“better value” to members?

Perceived quality
Dues and Fees
Services offered and how
 Nicer staff
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3. How much better do you
have to do to compete?

Services must be
significantly better
Convince members to
switch

4. If you were the member,
would you choose yourself?

Things that annoy you
Level of convincing
What is important to you
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Main Objectives

1. Keep your members

2. Enhance member relationships
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Members must become

   emotionally delighted
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How much is this going to cost you?

Almost nothing!

It is a mind shift
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Positive member relationship is the key.


Member retention occurs on the personal level.


Employees should consider themselves as goodwill ambassadors.


Disney ….







Employees must take
ownership of  -

Creating delighted members
Membership retention
Solving member problems
A can-do attitude
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They are coming back
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